
Deliberate Practice, Mental Contrasting & Implementation Intentions





Practice makes 
permanent

• Experts practice a lot

• Experts engage in deliberate practice

• Repetition is essential to mastery

• Their deliberate practice includes:
• Imagination, remembering, inner coaching, and 

feelings of success and achievement
• Relentless as they continue to improve
• Relentless as they use Mental Contrasting

Creating without Obstacles to really focus
On what they want



Deliberate 
Practice & 
Relentless 
Attitudes
Build 
Resilience

Set a goal, Do I 
want it?

Struggle, do it 
again, keep 

going

Use Mental 
Contrasting & 

Implementation 
intentions

Seek feedback & 
get better

Integrate the 
feedback, and 

keep going



Deliberate Practice
Stretches the brain



We are 
meant to do 
hard things 

that 
challenge us



FEED Your Brain

FEED

Focus

Effort

Effortlessness

Decide



Feedback loops
•Measurement
• Effort
• Use technology
• Write
• Incremental gains
• Hold yourself accountable
• Finish, until it’s “done done”

Do 
something

Measure

Analyse

Correct



Feedback for your deliberate practice
• Sometimes we can be mean to ourselves, be negative and put ourselves down.  
• (Negative Emotional Attractor) 
• This puts us into a Negative Emotional State where resources are limited. In fact, it reduces our visual access 
from 180 degrees down to just 30 degrees and we often physically “drop our field of vision” to directly in front 
of us.
• This internal monologue isn’t helpful, in fact it switches the inner positive state to negative

• HOW MIGHT YOU USE SOME OF THESE TECHNIQUES TO SHIFT STATES? 
• Use your new breathing technique to quickly subdue those unhelpful thoughts.
• Using times in the day as the indicator for practicing our breathing – automates the function
• How are you feeling? What do you notice?  
• Identify some incremental gains from this program to help yourself stay on task
• Devise a way to hold yourself accountable for your practice 



Deliberate 
Practice and 

the Flow State

Deliberate Practice

• Carefully planned/focused

• Challenge of activity exceeds 
skill level

• Effortful – we have to stretch
• Behaviour/doing

• Dial back the negative 
feedback

• Improving and problem 
solving

Flow  (automating the 
unconscious) 

• Spontaneous
• Challenge and skill in 

balance
• Effortless

• Experience/feeling/knowing

• Positive feedback
• Not about 

improving/problem solving
• This is the state of Being



What about natural 
talent? Does it really 
exist? 
• Some people are naturally good at 

something, like a savant who can hear 
music and doesn’t have to really work at 
it

• Really think about the people you 
“classify” in this way. Do they love what 
they do? Do they practice what they 
love and do it every day? Almost “Eat, 
Sleep & Breathe it?” 

• Isn’t that deliberate practice too?
• Wouldn’t you get good at something if 

you practiced it every day too? 



You can use 
these 
strategies to 
help you 
achieve a 
solid 
meditation 
practice this 
week

SEEDS
Sleep, 
exercise, 
education, 
diet, a little 
stress

FEED
Focus,
Effort, 
Effortlessness
Decide 

Deliberate 
practice

Now, decide to keep the new practice 



Deliberate Practice 
and Automating 
Function

Let the Unconscious do the Heavy 
Lifting for you… 

Habits – taking something 
that was effortful and 

making it effortless

Allows change to last, even 
become permanent

Any attribute can be learnt, 
and can be practiced into 

effortlessness



The Benefits: 
Automaticity and 
Neuroplasticity

fNIRS scans 
show prefrontal 
cortex activity 

during executive 
control tasks

E.g. learning to 
drive a car

Learnt 
automaticity = 
new neuronal 

circuitry 
developed and 
strengthened

Eventually, this 
executive task 

becomes 
automatic & you 

don’t have to 
think about it



Reflection Questions

• Is there enough evidence in your practice to decide 
now to KEEP IT? 

• Has the breathing practice begun to shift your 
state?

• What if you have negative thoughts that discourage 
you from practicing?

• What’s your next step … Decide to Keep It!


